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Abstract. AspectM is an aspect-oriented modeling language for provid-
ing not only basic modeling constructs but also an extension mechanism
called metamodel access protocol (MMAP) that allows a modeler to
modify the metamodel. This paper proposes a concrete implementation
for constructing an aspect-oriented modeling environment in terms of ex-
tensibility. The notions of edit-time structural reflection and extensible
model weaving are introduced.

1 Introduction

Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) [9] can separate crosscutting concerns from
primary concerns. In major AOP languages such as AspectJ [10], crosscutting
concerns including logging, error handling, and transactions are modularized as
aspects and they are woven into primary concerns. AOP is based on join point
mechanisms (JPM) consisting of join points, a means of identifying join points
(pointcut), and a means of semantic effect at join points (advice). In AspectJ,
program points such as method execution are detected as join points, and a
pointcut designator extracts a set of join points related to a specific crosscutting
concern from all join points. A weaver inserts advice code at the join points
selected by pointcut designators. Aspect orientation has been proposed for coping
with concerns not only at the programming stage but also at the early stages of
the development such as requirements analysis and architecture design.

We previously proposed a UML-based aspect-oriented modeling (AOM) lan-
guage called AspectM that provides not only major JPMs but also a mechanism
called metamodel access protocol (MMAP) for allowing a modeler to modify
the AspectM metamodel, an extension of the UML metamodel [15]. The mecha-
nism enables a modeler to define a new JPM that includes domain-specific join
points, pointcut designators, and advice. Although the notion of extensible AOM
is useful, its construction has not yet been established.

This paper proposes a concrete implementation for constructing an AOM
environment in terms of extensibility. In our AspectM support tool consisting of
a model editor and a model weaver, the notions of edit-time structural reflection
and extensible model weaving are introduced. The model editor supporting edit-
time structural reflection enables a modeler to define a domain-specific JPM. A
newly introduced JPM is dealt with by the extensible model weaver. Although
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the AspectM language features can be extended by MMAP, it is not necessarily
easy to confirm the correctness of model weaving. Verification concerning model
consistency and aspect interference becomes difficult because a weaver must
be validated whenever AspectM is extended. If a verification mechanism is not
provided, it is difficult to judge whether an extended part does not interfere
with other existing parts. If the extension includes defects, models are not woven
properly. It is not easy for a modeler to know whether the original model or the
extension is incorrect. To deal with this problem, the model weaver provides a
set of verifiers consisting of a metamodel checker for verifying whether a base
model conforms to the metamodel, a model structure checker for verifying well-
formness, and an assertion checker for validating the intention of a modeler.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 explains As-
pectM briefly, and claims why extension mechanisms are needed in AOM. The
mechanisms of edit-time reflection and verifying model weaving are shown in
Section 3 and 4, respectively. In Section 5, we show a case study that adopts
AspectM and evaluates the effectiveness of the extension mechanism. Section 6
introduces related work. Concluding remarks are provided in Section 7.

2 Motivation

In this section, we briefly excerpt the overview of AspectM from our previous
work [15]. AspectM without extension mechanisms is called Core AspectM. The
necessity of extension mechanisms is pointed out.

2.1 Core AspectM

The notion of JPM can be applied to not only programming but also modeling
as illustrated in Fig.1: a class is regarded as a join point; a pointcut definition
‘classA || classB’ extracts the corresponding two classes; and a model trans-
formation add-attribute is regarded as advice. Core AspectM provides seven basic
JPMs as shown in Table 1: PA (pointcut & advice for operation bodies), CM
(class composition), EL (element), OC (open class), RN (rename), RL (relation),
and IH (inheritance). Although current Core AspectM only supports class dia-
grams, the dynamic aspect of system behavior can be described as a protocol
state machine because a modeler can specify preconditions and postconditions
in an operation by using OCL (Object Constraint Language).

An aspect in Core AspectM is separated into three compartments: aspect
name, pointcut definitions, and advice definitions. An aspect name and a JPM
type are described in the first compartment. Pointcut definitions are described
in the second compartment. Each definition consists of a pointcut name, a join
point type, and a pointcut body. In pointcut definitions, we can use designators
including cname (class name matching), aname (attribute name matching), and
oname (operation name matching). We can also use three logical operators: &&
(and), || (or), and ! (not). Advice definitions are described in the third com-
partment. Each of them consists of an advice name, a pointcut name, an advice
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Fig. 1. Aspect-oriented modeling

Table 1. AspectM basic JPM

JPM Join point Advice

PA operation before, after, around
add/delete/modify-precondition,postcondition

CM class merge-by-name
EL class diagram add/delete/modify-class
OC class add/delete/modify-operation, attribute, invariant
RN class, attribute, operation rename
RL class add/delete/modify-aggregation, relationship
IH class add/delete/modify-inheritance

type, and an advice body. A pointcut name is a pointer to a pointcut definition
in the second compartment. The advice is applied at join points selected by a
pointcut.

2.2 Problems in Core AspectM

Although Core AspectM provides basic JPMs, a modeler cannot define domain-
specific JPMs. It would be better for a modeler to describe a model as shown in
Fig.2 (the class diagram is cited from [4]). Domain-specific model elements are
denoted by stereotypes that are not merely annotations but elements introduced
by metamodel extension.

The model in Fig.2 describes an invoice processing system comprised of two
kinds of domain-specific distributed components: DCEntityContract for defin-
ing the contract of a distributed entity component and DCControllerContract
for defining the contract of a distributed controller component. The model also
includes a domain-specific JPM DCLogger that adds log operations to DCEnti-
tyContracts whose UniqueId is not assigned by users. DCLogger consists of
domain-specific pointcut designators and advice. DCEntityContract can be re-
garded as a domain-specific join point. The !DCEntityContract UniqueId is
UserAssigned pointcut selects two classes Customer and Invoice. If only primi-
tive predicates can be used, it is necessary to specify as follows: cname
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<<DCEntityContract>>
Customer

<<UniqueId>> id:String 
             {isUserAssigned=false}
firstName:String
lastName: String

<<DCEntityContract>>
Invoice

<<UniqueId>> number:String
             {isUserAssigned=false}
amount: Double

<<DCEntityContract>>
receivablesAccount

<<UniqueId>> number:String
             {isUserAssigned=true}
currentBalance: Double
30DayBalance : Double

+unprocessedInvoices
0..*

{ordered}

+processedInvoices
0..*

{ordered}

0..1 0..1

+customer

0..1<<DCControllerContract>>
ARProcessor

ProcessInvoices (arAccounts:ReceivablesAccount[1..*])
                :void {isTx=true, isIdempotent=true}
EndofMonthUpdate(arAccounts:ReceivablesAccount[1..*])
                :void {isTx=true, isIdempotent=false}

1

<<call>>

<<DCLogger>>
Logging

logClasses:class
  {pointcut-body :=
    !DCEntityContract_UniqueId_isUserAssigned(*)}

addLog[logClasses]:add-operation
  {advice-body :=
    <<DCLoggerOperation>> log():void {isPersistent=false}}

A

This aspect adds log operations
 to the two classes Customer and Invoice.   

domain-specific
pointcut designator

domain-specific
advice

domain-specific
class definitions

Fig. 2. Example of a domain-specific JPM

(‘Customer’) || cname(‘Invoice’). This definition must be modified when-
ever the isUserAssigned tag value is changed. This pointcut definition is fragile
in terms of software evolution. On the other hand, an expressive pointcut such as
!DCEntityContract UniqueId isUserAssigned is robust because this pointcut
does not have to be modified even if the isUserAssigned tag value is changed.

Although expressive and domain-specific JPMs are effective, it is not necessar-
ily easy to describe aspects such as DCLogger by merely using stereotypes as an-
notations because associations among stereotypes cannot be specified. Without
extending a metamodel, the following fact cannot be specified: DCEntityCon-
tract must have a UniqueId whose tag is isUserAssigned. If an aspect is defined
based on fragile stereotypes that lack consistency, the aspect might introduce
unexpected faults because the aspect affects many model elements.

There are many situations that need domain-specific JPMs—for example,
domain-specific logging, resource management, and transaction.

2.3 MMAP

There are two approaches to extending UML: a lightweight approach using
stereotypes and a heavyweight approach that extends the UML metamodel by
using MOF (Meta Object Facility). While it is easy to use stereotypes, there are
limitations as mentioned above: the typing of tags is weak; and new associations
among UML metamodel elements cannot be declared. On the other hand, MOF
is very strong because all of the metamodel elements can be extended. MMAP
aims at a middleweight approach that restricts available extension by MOF.
Adopting this approach, domain-specific JPMs can be introduced at low cost.
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Fig. 3. AspectM metamodel

Table 2. MMAP primitive predicates

Predicate Explanation

meta-class-of(mc, c) mc is a metaclass of c
member-of(m, c) m is a member of a class c
value-of(v, a) v is value of an attribute a
super-class-of(c1, c2) c1 is a superclass of c2
related-to(c1, c2) c1 is related to c2

Fig.3 shows a part of the AspectM metamodel defined as an extension of the
UML metamodel. The aspect (AspectComponent) class inherits Classifier.
Pointcuts and advice are represented by Pointcut and Advice, respectively.
Concrete advice corresponding to the seven JPMs is defined as a subclass of
Advice. The constraints among metamodel elements can be specified in OCL.

MMAP, a set of protocols exposed for a modeler to access the AspectM meta-
model, is comprised of extension points, extension operations, and primitive
predicates for navigating the AspectM metamodel. An extension point is an As-
pectM metamodel element that can be extended by inheritance. The extension
points includes Class, Attribute, Operation, Association (Association is
omitted in Fig.3), and a set of JPM metaclasses. In Fig.3, a class represented by
a gray box is an extension point. An extension operation is a modeling activity
allowed at the exposed extension points. There are four operations including de-
fine subclasses, add attributes to subclasses, create associations among subclasses,
and add/delete/replace constraints. Table 2 is a list of primitive predicates for
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navigating the metamodel. Using these predicates, pointcut designators can be
defined as below. The defined pointcut designator represents all elements that
satisfy the right-hand side predicates.

define pointcut cname(c):
meta-class-of(‘Class’, c) && member-of(‘Name’, ‘Class’)

&& value-of(c, ‘Name’)

The idea of MMAP originates in the mechanisms of extensible programming
languages, such as metaobject protocol (MOP) [8] and computational reflection
in which interactions between the base-level (the level to execute applications)
and the meta-level (the level to control meta information) are described in the
same program. There are two kinds of reflection: behavioral reflection and struc-
tural reflection. MMAP corresponds to the latter. That is, MMAP focuses on
the reflection whose target is a model structure.

2.4 Challenges in MMAP Implementation

We have to deal with the following challenges in order to implement MMAP
effectively: 1) a model editor needs to be able to edit new model elements intro-
duced by extending the metamodel and constrained by OCL; 2) a model weaver
needs to be able to capture new model elements as join points and deal with new
pointcuts defined by MMAP; and 3) the correctness of model weaving should be
verified because it is difficult to check the consistency and the aspect interference
due to the metamodel extension.

To solve these issues, we introduce the notions of edit-time structural reflection
and verifying extensible model weaving. The contribution of this paper is to
provide a method for constructing an AOM environment in terms of extensibility.

3 Reflective Model Editor

3.1 Concept

The reflective model editor allows a modeler to not only edit application models
but also extend the metamodel. Fig. 4 is a screen shot that edits the invoice
processing system (left side) in Fig. 2 and the AspectM metamodel (right side).

The concept of the edit-time structural reflection consists of two parts: the
base editor and the metamodel editor. The former is the editor for base-level
modeling, and the latter is the editor for modifying the AspectM metamodel
and defining pointcut designators using MMAP primitive predicates. The meta-
model editor exposes extension points. Only extension points are displayed on
the editor screen as shown in Fig.4. Other metamodel elements are not visible to
a modeler, and not allowed to be modified. At an extension point, an extension
operation such as define subclasses can be executed. This extension operation
corresponds to reification in computational reflection. The result of extension
operations enhances the functionality of the base editor. That is, new kinds of
model elements can be used in the base editor. This corresponds to the reflect
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Fig. 4. Reflective model editor

concept in computational reflection. In reflective programming, a programmer
can introduce new language features using MOP. In our approach, a modeler
can introduce new model elements using MMAP.

3.2 Metamodel Extension Procedure

Using the example of the invoice processing system, we illustrate a procedure for
extending the AspectM metamodel. As mentioned in section 2.2, the Logging
aspect in Fig. 4 (left side) adds a log operation to the DCEntityContracts
components whose UniqueId is not assigned by users. Although the bodies of
the logClasses pointcut and the addLog advice whose type is OC<<DCLogger>>
are invisible in Fig. 4, these bodies are defined in the same way as Fig.2.

The following is the outline of extension steps: 1) execute extension opera-
tions; 2) assign a graphic notation to a new model element; 3) check the consis-
tency between the previous metamodel and the new metamodel; 4) regenerate
the AspectM metamodel; and 5) restart the base editor. In step 1, extension
operations are executed at exposed extension points in order to introduce new
domain-specific model elements. The constraints among new model elements can
be specified using OCL. The model elements that violate the OCL descriptions
can be detected by the editor. Pointcut designators are also defined as below.
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define pointcut
DCEntityContract_UniqueId_isUserAssigned(c):
meta-class-of(‘DCEntityContract’, c) && member-of(a, c) &&
meta-class-of(‘UniqueId’, a) && member-of(‘isUserAssigned’, ‘UniqueId’) &&
value-of(‘true’, ‘isUserAssigned’)

This pointcut selects all classes that match the following conditions: 1) the meta-
class is DCEntityContract; 2) the value of the isUserAssgned is true. In case of
Fig. 2, the negation of this pointcut designator selects the two classes Customer
and Invoice. After steps 2 – 5, the new model element can be used in the base
editor. In the reflective model editor, an extension model is separated from the
original AspectM metamodel. Extension models can be accumulated as compo-
nents for domain-specific modeling.

3.3 Implementation

The reflective model editor, a plug-in module for Eclipse, is developed using
the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [3] and Graphical Modeling Frame-
work (GMF) [5]. The former is a tool that generates a model editor from a
metamodel, and the latter provides a generative component and runtime in-
frastructure for developing a graphical editor based on EMF. EMF consists of
core EMF, EMF.Edit, and EMF.Codegen: the core EMF provides a meta model
(Ecore) for describing models and runtime support; EMF.Edit provides reusable
classes for building editors; and EMF.Codegen generate code needed to build a
complete editor for an EMF model. Since an editor generated from EMF does
not provide graphical facilities, GMF is used for this purpose.

The reflective mechanism is implemented as follows: 1) the original AspectM
metamodel is defined as an EMF model, and the original base editor is generated
using EMF.Codegen; 2) the metamodel extension specified by a modeler is saved
as an EMF model, and the editor code for the extension is generated using
EMF.Codegen; and 3) a new plug-in is generated from the code for the base
editor and the extension, and replaced with the original plug-in.

4 Verifying Model Weaver

In this section, we show a method for constructing an extensible model weaver
with a set of verifiers.

4.1 Model Weaving

The model weaver, which compounds base models, is implemented using DOM
(Document Object Model) and Prolog. After the weaving, a model is translated
into Java.

First, the weaver transforms the base and meta models into a set of Pro-
log facts. For example, the Invoice class and related metamodel elements are
represented as follows.
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-- from Invoice class
meta-class-of(’DCEntityContract’, ’Invoice’), member-of(’number’, ’Invoice’),
meta-class-of(’UniqueId’, ’number’), value-of(’true’, ’isUserAssigned’).

-- from AspectM metamodel
member-of(’isUserAssigned’, ’UniqueId’).

Second, the model compiler converts a pointcut into a Prolog query, and checks
whether the query satisfies the facts above. For example, the negation of the
DCEntityContract UniqueId isUserAssigned pointcut selects Customer and
Invoice as join points. The model weaver executes advice at these join points.

In the current MMAP, the Advice class is not exposed as an extension point
because this extension needs a new weaver module that can handle new advice.
Adopting our approach, the model weaver need not be modified even if the
metamodel is modified by the reflective model editor. As shown here, the model
weaver can deal with domain-specific join points and pointcuts introduced by
using MMAP. That is, our model weaver is extensible.

4.2 Model Verification

In the model verification, we focus on the followings: 1) every model should
conform to an extended metamodel and be well-formed; and 2) the result of
weaving should reflect the intention of a modeler. The model verifier consists of
a metamodel checker, a model structure checker, and an assertion checker.

Metamodel checker. There are two problems concerning metamodel exten-
sion. First, a base model might not conform to the modified metamodel even
if the base model conforms to the previous metamodel. A base model that in-
cludes a class instantiated by a metaclass introduced by a metamodel (version
1) does not conform to a new metamodel (version 2) if the metaclass is deleted
in the version 2. We should take into account not only base model evolution but
also metamodel evolution. This issue is essential in continuous modeling-level
reflection. Second, a woven model might not conform to the metamodel even if
each base model before the weaving conforms to the metamodel. Since a new
kind of model transformation can be introduced by adding user-defined aspects,
a model transformed by these aspects might not conform to the metamodel if
the aspects are not adequate.

Model structure checker. A woven model might not be well-formed due to the
interference among aspects even if the model conforms to the metamodel. The
model might include name conflicts, multiple inheritance, and cyclic inheritance.

Assertion checker. Although the mechanism of user definable pointcuts is
effective, it is not easy for a modeler to check whether an introduced pointcut
captures join points correctly. Although the precedence can be specified in As-
pectM, the intended results might not be obtained when the modeler makes a
mistake. The mixture of illegal pointcuts and aspect precedence might cause
unexpected weaving. The assertion checker verifies the intention of a modeler
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to deal with these problems. The intention of the modeler can be specified as
assertions described in MMAP primitive predicates.

The verification procedure is as follows: 1) translates base and meta models
into Prolog facts; 2) generates Prolog queries from assertions; and 3) checks
the satisfiability of the Prolog queries. Since an AspectM model is stored as an
XML document, step 1 can be implemented as a translator from XML to Prolog.
The following is an example of an XML model and generated Prolog facts. This
model represents an operation TransOp whose type is TransactionOperation,
a subclass of the Operation metaclass.

-- A model represented in XML

<ownedElement name="TransOp"
xsi:type="asm:TransactionOperation" />

-- Generated Prolog facts

modelElement(
[property(‘tagName’, ‘ownedElement’), property(‘name’, ‘TransOp’),
property(‘xsi:type’, ‘asm:TransactionOperation’)])

When a modeler wants to check the effect of an aspect for adding TransOp to
the C class, he or she has only to specify the assertion operation-of(‘TransOp’,‘C’).

5 Case Study and Evaluation

In this section, we show a case study using the AspectM support tool and discuss
the effectiveness of the extension mechanism provided by MMAP. As a case
study, we show a UML-based domain-specific language (DSL) for describing the
external contexts of embedded systems.

5.1 DSL Construction

Currently, development of embedded systems is mainly conducted from the view-
point of system functionalities: how hardware and software components are con-
figured to construct a system—contexts are not considered explicitly in most
cases. As a result, unexpected behavior might emerge in a system if a developer
does not recognize any possible external contexts. It is important to analyze
external contexts in order to detect the unfavorable behavior systematically at
the early stage of the development.

To deal with these problems, we are developing a context-dependent require-
ments analysis method called CAMEmb (Context Analysis Method for Embed-
ded systems) in which a context model is constructed from system requirements
by using a DSL based on UML Profile for Context Analysis proposed by us.

Fig.5 illustrates the result of the context analysis for a LEGO line trace car
and its external contexts. The car runs tracing a line by observing a line color.

Table 3 shows a list of stereotypes introduced by our profile that can describe
system elements, context elements, and associations between them: three kinds
of stereotypes � Context �, � Sensor �, and � Actuator � are defined
as an extension of the UML class; and five kinds of stereotypes � Observe �,
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Fig. 5. Model editor for CAMEmb

Table 3. UML Profile for Context Analysis

Model element Extension point Definition

� Context � Class Context
� Sensor � Class Sensor
� Actuator � Class Actuator
� Observe � Association Sensor observes a context
� Control � Association Actuator controls a context
� Transfer � Association Data is transformed into a different form because a

sensor cannot observe the original data directly
� Noise � Association Noise from other contexts
� Affect � Association Affected by other contexts

� Control �, � Transfer �, � Noise �, and � Affect � are defined as
an extension of the UML association. These new model elements are introduced
by using MMAP as shown in the top of Fig.5. As shown in Fig.5, the line trace
car must observe the light reflected from the ground because the car cannot
directly observe the ground line. This is represented by � Transfer �. Unfa-
vorable behavior emerges when strong environment light is thrown to a line—the
car cannot observe a line color correctly. The EnvironmentLight context and
� Affect � represent this unfavorable phenomenon. In AspectM, constraints
among metamodel elements are specified in OCLs as below. This OCL indicates
that � Actuator � should have � Control �, and can be verified by our
extended model editor.

context � Actuator �
self.ownedAssociation− > select(oclIsTypeOf(Control))
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Fig. 6. Generated software design model

5.2 Model Weaver Construction

A model weaver supporting CAMEmb transforms context analysis models into
a software design model that takes into account the contexts as shown in Fig.6.
The Driver and Context Recognition layers are automatically generated by the
weaver. Although the Controller layer is created by hand currently, this can be
transformed from a system analysis model. A set of contexts in the context anal-
ysis models are transformed into internal state classes recognized by a software
controller. � Sensor � and � Actuator � are transformed into driver classes
that operate hardware components. The software controller interacts with ex-
pected contexts by referring and changing the values of the internal state classes
that communicate with driver classes.

A model weaver specific to CAMEmb can be constructed by defining a set of
aspects. For example, the pointcut that captures sensors/actuators (LightSensor,
DriveMotor, and SteerMotor) as join points is defined as follows: meta-class-

of(‘Actuator’,c) || meta-class-of(‘Sensor’,c).
Using model verifiers, we can check the followings: 1) the context analysis

model conforms to the metamodel extended for supporting CAMEmb; and 2)
the generated software design model is well-formed. The intention of a modeler
can be also checked. For example, if the modeler wants to check whether the
software controller can access to driver classes, he or she only has to specify an
assertion such as “related-to(‘ControlSW’,d) && meta-class-of(‘Driver’,d)”.
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Table 4. Tasks for constructing DSL tool

Task Number

1.Extend the metamodel 8
2.Define meta-level OCLs 8
3.Define aspects commonly reused in CAMEmb 3
4.Define aspects specific to a line trace car 11
5.Reuse LEGO OS components such as lejos.nxt.LightSensor 4

5.3 Evaluation

Table 4 shows the number of tasks for defining DSL and constructing the
CAMEmb weaver. Three aspects are not specific to the line trace car devel-
opment. Although other eleven aspects are specific to the line trace car, they
can be reused repeatedly if software product line (SPL) approach is adopted. In
SPL, a product is constructed by assembling core assets, components reused in
a family of products (line trace car family in this case).

The code size of the line tracing function was 223 LOC (lines of code), and 174
LOC was automatically generated from the context analysis model by using the
CAMEmb model weaver. The percentage of automated generated code was 78 %.
Since the classes in the context recognition layer are value object classes, these
classes only need setters, getters, and calls to other connected context classes.
It is easy to generate these programs. Since the driver classes only call the
LEGO OS components, it is also easy to generate code. However, as mentioned
in section 5.2, only the software controller program was coded by hand. This can
be generated from system analysis model if our weaver supports state machine
diagrams. We plan to develop a model weaver for state machine diagrams.

The CAMEmb tool for supporting MDA whose platform was LEGO OS could
be constructed by only using MMAP. No extra programming was needed. We
did not have to modify the metaclasses that were not exposed by MMAP. From
our experience, MMAP was sufficient to extend the AspectM metamodel. We
believe that the MOP approach in modeling-level is more effective than the full
metamodel extension approaches in terms of the cost and usability.

6 Related Work

There has been research that has attempted to apply aspect orientation to the
modeling phase. Stein, D. et al. proposed a method for describing aspects as
UML diagrams [14]. In this work, an aspect at the modeling-level was translated
into the corresponding aspect at the programming language level, for example
as an aspect in AspectJ. An aspect in AspectM is not mapped to an element of
a specific programming language, but operates on UML diagrams. In Motorola
WEAVR [1], weaving for UML statecharts including action semantics is possible.

Domain-specific aspect-oriented extensions are important. Early AOP research
aimed at developing programming methodologies in which a system was com-
posed of a set of aspects described by domain-specific AOP languages [9]. Domain-
specific extensions are necessary not only at the programming stage but also at
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the modeling stage. Gray, J. proposed a technique of aspect-oriented domain
modeling (AODM) [6] that adopted the Generic Modeling Environment (GME),
a meta-configurable modeling framework. The GME provides meta-modeling ca-
pabilities that can be adapted from meta-level specifications for describing do-
mains. The GME approach is heavyweight because meta-level specifications can
be described fully. On the other hand, our approach is middleweight. Although
all of the AspectM metamodel cannot be extended, domain-specific model ele-
ments can be introduced at relatively low cost.

MMAP is similar to an edit-time metaobject protocol (ETMOP) [2] that
runs as part of a code editor and enables metadata annotations to customize
the rendering and editing of code. An ETMOP programmer can define special
metaclasses that customize a display and editing. Although ETMOP’s research
goal that is to provide mechanisms for making programs more visually expressive
is similar to our goal, we focus on the provision of middleweight mechanisms for
domain-specific expressiveness. We think that the concept of MMAP can be
applied to not only class diagrams but also other UML diagrams such as use
cases and state machine diagrams because these diagrams have corresponding
metamodels and they can be extended.

Gybels, K. and Brichau, J. proposed pattern-based pointcut constructs using
logic programming facilities [7]. Ostermann, K. et al. also proposed a pointcut
mechanism based on logic queries written in Prolog [12]. The mechanism is
implemented for a typed AOP language, called ALPHA. Although our pointcut
definition method using Prolog is similar to their approaches, the target of our
approach is not programming but modeling.

In UML 2.x, profiling mechanisms that have been improved from UML 1.x
include part of our ideas because new kinds of stereotypes can be introduced
by extending UML metamodel and OCL can be specified. However, most of the
current UML 2.x tools still provide only the stereotype definition support and do
not take into account the extensibility from the viewpoint of model compilation.
The main contribution of our approach is to provide an extensive mechanism
for AOM. This includes extension of model elements, join points, pointcuts, and
verification. We also provide a concrete implementation strategy for realizing an
integrated extensible AOM environment. Of course, our tool can be used as a
substitute of the UML profiling facility. If we take a stand on UML profiling, we
can consider our approach as a promising mechanism for integrating AOM with
UML profiles.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we demonstrated the effectiveness of an extensible AOM envi-
ronment consisting of a model editor and a verifying model weaver. In order
to support MMAP, we introduced the notions of edit-time structural reflection,
extensible model weaving, and verification mechanisms. In our current implemen-
tation, we do not use OCL but Prolog because it is relatively easy to implement
the reasoning and verification mechanisms in our prototype tool. Currently, we
are developing a new version of AspectM in which OCL is adopted. Moreover,
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we plan to develop a compilation method for translating aspects into a standard
model transformation language called QVT (Queries, Views, and Transforma-
tions) [13] in order to enhance the power of model transformation. Although
our current tool needs refining, it is an important step towards extensible AOM
environments integrated with UML.
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